
Alpha 8
Compact and manoeuvrable 8mph scooter

- Great value
- Compact size with a fantastic turning circle of 53”
- Large 12” tyres giving good ground clearance
- Only 25” in width so it easily fits through doorways and entrances.
- Adjustable arm heights on comfortable Captain seat
- Large 50Ah capacity batteries



When looking for a compact, manoeuvrable 8mph scooter 
that has the capacity to go the distance then the Alpha 8 
is the scooter of choice.  Equally at home in the high street 
and shopping centres or out in the countryside traversing 
parkland and beaches the Alpha 8 offers the discerning user 
a stylish, comfortable scooter for all arenas. With a compact 
size of 25” in width and an excellent turning circle the Alpha 
8 enables users to easily negotiate crowded pavements and 
narrow entrances. A full sized captain seat and unique 
suspension system ensures supreme comfort at all times.  
The large capacity 50Ah batteries ensures complete peace 
of mind for those long journeys and the powerful motor and 
drive system makes light-work of steep hills.  The extra-large 
wheels offer outstanding ground clearance ensuring 
rugged terrain is handled with ease.  Small in size but 
enormous in capabilities; the Alpha 8 is the first choice 
mobility scooter for the users of today.

Alpha 8

Model Alpha 8

Speed (max) 8mph

Travel Range (max)* 25mi. (40km)

Battery (max) 2x12V 50Ah AGM

User Weight (max) 25st. (160kg)

Total Weight (without batteries ) 71kg

Total Weight (with batteries) 104kg

Seat Weight (with arms) 18kg

Overall Length 1250mm (49 in.)

Overall Width 645mm (25.5in.)

Overall Height 1220mm (48in.)

Folder Height (tiller down/seat off) 900mm (36in.)

Climbing Gradient (Max) 9 degrees 

Turning Radius (min) 1350mm (53in.)

Ground Clearance (Mid Frame) 140mm (5.5in.)

Seat Deluxe Adjustable Captain Seat

Seat Width 460mm (18in.)

Seat Height 450-4560mm

Suspension Adjustable Rear Suspension

Lights LED Front and Rear

Charger 5 Amp

Charger Type Tiller

Tiller Type Splash proof tiller top IPX5, Gas Assisted 
delta handle

Controller PG S-Drive 90 Amp

Brake Hand and Electric brake

Specifications

*subject to user weight and terrain

Unique suspension system

Sleek styling

Easy to use delta handlebar

Deluxe adjustable captain seat
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